The human visual system represents summary statistical information (e.g. average) along many visual dimensions efficiently. While studies have indicated that approximately the square root of the number of items in a set are effectively integrated through this ensemble coding, how those samples are determined is still unknown. Here, we report that salient items are preferentially weighted over the other less salient items, by demonstrating that the perceived means of spatial (i.e. size) and temporal (i.e. flickering temporal frequency (TF)) features of the group of items are positively biased as the number of items in the group increases. This illusory 'amplification effect' was not the product of decision bias but of perceptual bias. Moreover, our visual search experiments with similar stimuli suggested that this amplification effect was due to attraction of visual attention to the salient items (i.e. large or high TF items). These results support the idea that summary statistical information is extracted from sets with an implicit preferential weighting towards salient items. Our study suggests that this saliency-based weighting may reflect a more optimal and efficient integration strategy for the extraction of spatiotemporal statistical information from the environment, and may thus be a basic principle of ensemble coding.
Introduction
While we often believe that our visual system can encode rich and fully detailed information even in a brief glance, psychophysical studies have suggested that our capacity is constrained by several attentional and cognitive factors. Many researchers, however, recently suggested that this apparent contradiction may be reconciled by the discovery of ensemble coding-a mode of visual processing in which we can extract summary statistical information of a specific visual dimension (e.g. average size of circles) from a group of varied items [1, 2] . Previous reports have shown that the ensemble coding works for a variety of visual dimensions ranging from low-level properties, such as size, orientation and spatial position, to high-level properties, such as faces, direction of bodily movement and liveliness [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Although some of the early research suggested that extraction of statistical summary information may involve processing of the entire set of items in a display with distributed attention [10, 11] , recent studies have suggested that it is unlikely that all the items presented are uniformly weighted in the integration [7, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . A recent meta-analysis suggested that at least p N items are effectively integrated in the ensemble perception of the average, given a set size of N objects [17] . This could mean that some specific items are weighted more than other items in the ensemble estimation. This seems to hold across a range of different feature properties and object types. It is not clear, however, how those effective items are determined.
Psychophysical models that have been used to estimate the effective number of items to be integrated, such as the ideal observer model and the equivalent-noise simulation, assumed that the items are randomly sampled [13, 14, 16, 18] . These models are important, but they may not be entirely realistic because weighting could be biased by various factors such as allocation of visual attention during the averaging task [19] . One alternative strategy might be 'saliency-based' weighting, where observers put more weight on items that are more visually salient than the others. 1 This strategy might be more adaptive than weighting random items. The reason is that salient items with higher signal-to-noise ratio are reliable and easy to detect, therefore ensemble calculations heavily based on those items would be faster and more efficient.
To identify whether random weighting or saliency-based weighting is used to acquire ensemble information, here we systematically examined the bias in the perceived mean values as a function of set size. While previous studies have characterized ensemble perception across a variety of visual spatial dimensions, it is unclear if there are summary statistical representations of purely temporal information. We therefore tested not only spatial but also temporal visual dimensions (size and temporal frequency (TF) of flicker) by manipulating both dimensions simultaneously. This allowed us to determine whether the weighting mechanisms for ensemble perception of space and time are operated by the same principle. Figure 1a shows schematic predictions for the perceived mean values (i.e. in this example, mean size of items) based on the contrasting hypotheses (random weighting versus saliency-based weighting) in addition to another hypothetical strategy in which all items in the display are weighted uniformly (uniform weighting) as a baseline. Under the uniform weighting hypothesis, the perceived mean is expected to be equal to the mean of all items. Although the perceived mean for each trial fluctuates for random weighting, the centre of its distribution would be equal to the mean of all items. However, the saliency-based weighting strategy produces a positive bias in the perceived mean, because relatively salient (i.e. larger) items contribute more to the perception of the mean. Furthermore, an increase in the set size is expected to accentuate this positive bias (figure 1b). If p N salient items are weighted more than others, the proportion of items with relatively larger values in those prioritized members gradually increases according to the set size. Therefore, the perceived mean value should become larger and larger as the set size increases.
Here, we refer to this as an amplification effect, a positive bias in the estimated mean due to ensemble coding of the sets.
General method
All participants were affiliates of the University of California, Berkeley, and gave informed consent to participate and received course credits or equivalent rewards as compensation S1 S4 test luminance S1 for their time. Twenty observers participated in experiment 1. In experiment 2, 16 observers for the TF task and 15 observers for the size task participated. In experiment 3, 16 observers for the TF task and 16 independent participants for the size task participated. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Data from one participant in the size task of experiment 1 and two participants in the size task of experiment 2 were excluded from group analyses. The reaction time data from one participant in the TF task and another participant in the size task of experiment 3 were excluded. See the electronic supplementary material for demographic information and exclusion criteria.
All the experiments were conducted in a quiet dark room at the University of California, Berkeley. The stimuli were presented using Psychophysics Toolbox v. 3 implemented in MATLAB and run on iMac. Participants viewed stimuli on a CRT monitor (Samsung SyncMaster 997 DF) with resolution of 1024 Â 768 and 60 Hz refresh rate. The viewing distance was kept constant at 57 cm using a chin-rest.
Experiment 1
Experiment 1 was designed to test two hypotheses simultaneously: (i) whether observers can integrate multiple TFs or sizes to estimate the mean flicker frequency or size of a crowd of flickering discs (ensemble coding hypothesis); and (ii) whether the estimated mean values show positive biases that increase as a function of the number of discs presented (amplification hypothesis).
(a) Stimuli and procedure
Stimuli consisted of a variable number of discs presented on a grey background (figure 1c). The sample discs were distributed randomly across 14 possible locations-placeholders. The discs always flickered at various temporal frequencies regardless of the tasks.
All the participants performed two tasks: a TF discrimination task and a size discrimination task. Each task was performed in an independent session and the order of two tasks was counterbalanced between participants. In both tasks, each trial consisted of two intervals: the sample display and the test display. The sample display contained 1, 4, 8 or 14 discs (the 14 disc condition is the 'whole set condition'). Sample discs were flickering at various temporal frequencies and had various sizes. The test display contained a single flickering disc at the center of the display. Durations of both sample and test displays were 3 s including ascending and descending luminance contrast ramps lasting 0.5 s each. Participants observed sample discs while fixating on a central fixation dot and compared the mean TF/size of the sample discs with the TF/size of the following test disc. They then reported which interval showed a higher TF/larger size by a key press. While both TFs and diameters of the sample and test discs varied, participants always knew which of those two dimensions they had to report, as they were informed at the beginning of each session which dimension is relevant to their task.
Flicker frequencies for discs were chosen from 20 TFs ranging from 0.5 to 12 Hz (electronic supplementary material, S1). They were spaced equally on a logarithmic scale. Sizes of discs were chosen from 20 diameters ranging from 1.58 to 3.378 visual angle, also spaced equally on a logarithmic scale. In each trial, a mean TF and a mean diameter were first randomly selected from 6 values ranging from the 13th to 8th highest of the 20 values. Next, 14 values that were 27, 26, 25, 24, 23, 22, 21, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 steps away from the mean were selected as the candidates for sample TFs/ diameters. Among them, 1, 4, 8 or 14 TFs/diameters were selected randomly while no two discs in the sample display had the same TF/diameter.
The task-relevant parameter (i.e. flicker frequency in the TF task, diameter in the size task) for the test disc was one of 8 values that were 27, 25, 23, 21, 1, 3, 5 and 7 steps away from the mean with a constant probability (20 trials for each of eight test values per each set size condition), while the task-irrelevant parameter (i.e. diameter in the TF task, flicker frequency in the size task) for the test disc was matched to the mean of the sample values. Starting phases of the sinusoidal waves for sample flickers were randomized. The total number of trials for each task was 640 (4 set size conditions Â 8 test values Â 20 trials). For more details, see the electronic supplementary material.
(b) Results
The proportion of trials where the test TFs/sizes were reported to be higher/larger than the mean was plotted as a function of the test steps relative to the mean of the whole set. The results from representative participants and fitted psychometric functions using a logistic equation are shown in the electronic supplementary material, S2. A psychometric function was fitted to each participant's data to obtain parameters for the slope and the point of subjective equality (PSE) that corresponds to the x-value that gives 50% of the proportion of 'test higher/larger than the mean' responses.
To test the ensemble coding hypothesis, we asked whether an observer's sensitivity in estimation of the mean TF/size improves when available information about that mean (i.e. set size) increases. The small subsets randomly chosen from 14 candidates in the subset conditions were not sufficient to fully represent the mean of the whole set (14 sample discs). Therefore, one's sensitivity against the mean of the whole set would be the lowest when the number of visible discs against full set is small (e.g. set size ¼ 1) but gradually recovers as the number of visible discs increases (e.g. set size ¼ 4, 8 or 14), if the participants can integrate multiple discs to compute the mean. However, if they fail to integrate multiple discs and randomly subsample only one of them, no matter how many discs are presented, the sensitivity against the mean would be consistently low and not vary as a function of the set size.
A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA on the slopes of the psychometric functions (figure 2a) showed a significant main effect of the number of items presented for both of TF and size tasks (F 3,57 ¼ 12.62, p , 0.001, h 2 ¼ 0.24 for the TF task; F 3,54 ¼ 13.62, p , 0.001, h 2 ¼ 0.23 for the size task). A posthoc test revealed that the slope parameters for the conditions with the 4, 8 and 14 items presented were significantly larger than that in the condition with only one disc presented for both tasks ( p ¼ 0.002 for the pair of the set size 1 and 4 conditions for the size task; p , 0.001 for the other comparisons). Other comparisons were not statistically significant. The steeper slopes for 4, 8 or 14 sets than that for a single disc suggest that integration of information in the multiple discs helped to compute the means in both tasks, supporting the notion of ensemble coding hypothesis. However, the fact that the slope stayed constant over 4, 8 and 14 sets indicates that rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 285: 20172770 the effective number of integrated discs was limited within the range of two to four discs.
Next, to test the amplification hypothesis, we focused on the reported values of mean TF or size. If relatively salient items (i.e. discs with large diameters or high TFs) contributed more to the perception of mean, the perceived means of a set of items would be larger than the TF/size of the averaged single items. Further, if the p N salient items are subsampled, the perceived mean value should become larger and larger as the set size increases.
A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA on perceived means of the presented items, reflected in PSEs (figure 2b), showed a significant main effect of the number of items presented for both of TF and size tasks (F 3,57 ¼ 15.83, p , 0.001, h 2 ¼ 0.20 for the TF task; F 3,54 ¼ 14.14, p , 0.001, h 2 ¼ 0.11 for the size task). For the TF task, a post-hoc test revealed significant differences between the PSE for a single disc and those for 4, 8 and 14 sets ( p ¼ 0.006 for set size 4; p ¼ 0.012 for set size 8; p , 0.001 for set size 14) in addition to the difference between 4 sets and 14 sets ( p , 0.001) and the difference between 8 sets and 14 sets ( p ¼ 0.037). As for the size task, the PSEs for the 8 sets and 14 sets were significantly higher than those for a single disc and 4 sets ( p ¼ 0.001 for set size 1 versus 4 and 2 versus 4; p ¼ 0.002 for 1 versus 3; p ¼ 0.007 for 2 versus 3). These results generally suggest that the perceived mean values for multiple discs were larger than the values reported for single discs, and this positive bias gradually increased as a function of the set size up to 14, supporting the amplification hypothesis.
Experiment 2
The results of experiment 1 were in line with the idea that observers integrated multiple objects, but weighted the relatively larger values more than the other items. However, one possible explanation for the positive bias of the estimated means is a response bias. If there is a common magnitude representation [23] [24] [25] for the relative size/speed/frequency of objects, any response bias in this dimension could manifest in ensemble judgements of both size and spatial frequency. Experiment 2 was designed to address this possibility by manipulating the variance of sample values in the two tasks for reporting averages (the TF task and the size task). If the amplification observed in experiment 1 was due to response bias, the gradual increase of the estimated mean size/TF according to the increase of the set size would be observed even when the variance in disc size/TF is zero (homogeneous sets). Conversely, if the amplification reflects the saliency-based weighting, the amplification of the perceived mean would be observed only in varied sets that include extremely salient items, not when the sets are composed of identical objects.
(a) Stimuli and procedure
The stimuli and procedures were identical to those in experiment 1 except the following aspects. The order of the sample display and the test display was counterbalanced between participants in experiment 2. There were four conditions that included modulations in the variance of the sample values: the single condition, the homogeneous condition, the low-variance condition and the high-variance condition. A single disc was presented in the single condition while four discs were presented in the other three conditions. Sample discs flickered at various temporal frequencies and had various sizes regardless of the task. The positions of the sample discs and the test disc were randomly selected from the 14 placeholders. Half of the participants were instructed to report which interval showed a higher TF/larger size, while the other half were instructed to report an interval with a lower TF/smaller size by a key press. In each trial, a mean TF/diameter was first randomly selected from 6 values using the same rule as in experiment 1. The mean TF and diameter were determined independently. Next, the sample TF(s)/diameter(s) were determined as follows. In the single condition, the mean TF/diameter itself was used for the single sample disc. In the homogeneous condition, the four sample TFs/diameters were all identical and equal to the mean TF/diameter itself. In the low-variance condition, the four sample TFs/diameters were four different values that were 23, 21, 1 and 3 steps away from the mean. In the high-variance condition, the four sample TFs/diameters were four different values that were 27, 25, 5 and 7 steps away from the mean. The test TF in the TF task or the test diameter in the size task was one of 8 values that were 27, 25, 23, 21, 1, 3, 5 and 7 steps away from the mean with a constant probability (16 trials for each of 8 test values per each set size condition), while the value of the other task-irrelevant dimension (e.g. the diameter in the TF task) for the test disc was matched to the mean of samples. Therefore, the total number 
(b) Results
In experiment 2, we examined whether the amplification effect observed in experiment 1 is explained by a response bias or a cognitive correspondence of magnitude between mean values and set size. The cognitive correspondence hypothesis is that observers make judgements of larger or higher TF when there are more objects present; it is a form of response bias. We predicted that, if cognitive correspondence explains the amplification effect, the positive bias would be greater in homogeneous sets with no variance than the single sample discs while the bias would be comparable between high and low variance sets. By contrast, if the saliency-based weighting mediates the amplification effect, the positive biases would be enhanced in the high-variance sets compared with the lowvariance sets while the positive bias would be equivalent between single and homogeneous sets.
The results from representative participants and fitted psychometric functions are shown in the electronic supplementary material, S3. As in experiment 1, a psychometric function was fitted to each participant's data to obtain the slope and the PSE.
A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA on the slope of the psychometric functions electronic supplementary material, S4 did not show any significant differences between the four conditions in the TF task or the size task. On the other hand, a significant main effect of the variance condition was found for the PSE (figure 3) both in the TF task (F 3,45 ¼ 15.00, p , 0.001, h 2 ¼ 0.16) and the size task (F 3,36 ¼ 13.16, p , 0.001, h 2 ¼ 0.36). A post-hoc test for the TF task revealed that the PSEs for the high-variance condition were significantly larger than those in the other three conditions ( p ¼ 0.006 for the pair of the single and high-variance condition; p , 0.001 for the other comparisons). As for the size task, the PSEs for the lowvariance condition were significantly higher than those in the single and homogeneous conditions ( p ¼ 0.025 for both comparisons), and the PSEs for the high-variance condition were significantly higher than those in the other three conditions for the size task ( p ¼ 0.010 for the single and low variance conditions; p ¼ 0.009 for the homogeneous condition).
In sum, this experiment provided two important findings. First, a simple increase of set size without increasing variance had no impact on perceived mean. This suggests that potential confounding of response bias, or a shared cognitive map between the set size and TF/diameter, is unlikely to explain our findings in experiment 1. Second, and most importantly, we found an enhanced amplification effect-positive bias in the perceived mean-when variance was increased, without changing the set size. This finding lends further support to the idea that amplification of perceived mean is mediated by preferential subsampling or weighting of relatively salient items.
Experiment 3
Experiments 1 and 2 demonstrated that the perceived mean TFs/sizes amplify as the set size increases only when samples are varied. This suggests that discs with larger values (TF or size) were preferentially weighted in the ensemble percept. However, one may argue that items with relatively small size/TF may be equally salient as items with relatively large size/high TF, given that the difference between the relevant item and its surroundings is the primary determinant of visual saliency [20] . Thus, the saliency-based weighting account may not explain the positive bias in the mean perception. To address this point, we examined the existence of asymmetry in the perceptual saliency between relatively large/high-TF items and small/low-TF items using a visual search paradigm. Participants looked for a target with a unique TF or diameter among homogeneous distractors and reaction time for detecting the target was evaluated. We compared three target TFs/ diameters including low, middle and high values within the range used in experiments 1 and 2. We predicted that, if the discs with high TFs or large diameters were more salient and quickly attended than the remaining items, the search for the targets with relatively large values of TF/diameter would be faster and more efficient relative to the search for the targets with relatively low values.
(a) Stimuli and procedure
Each trial consisted of a single search display following the presentation of a fixation dot for 0.5 s. The search display contained 4, 8 or 14 discs.
The discs in the TF search task flickered and were distributed on the 14 placeholders in the same way as in experiments 1 and 2. The flicker frequencies used in experiment 3 were 0.5, 2.45 and 12 Hz (low, middle and high TFs). In each trial, the single target disc flickered (random phase) at one of those three TFs (e.g. low TF). The other distractor discs flickered at one of the remaining two TFs (e.g. middle or high TF). The diameter of all the discs was fixed at 2.278 visual angle, which is equal to the centre of the range of diameters used in experiments 1 and 2. The duration of the search display in the TF task was 10 s including ascending and descending luminance contrast ramps lasting 0.5 s for each.
The stimuli in the size search task were static (non-flickering) white discs (38. 88 cd m 22 ) on a 4 Â 4 invisible matrix centred on the screen. The diameters of the discs were 1.888, 2.278 and 2.748 in visual angle (small, middle and large diameters). Those diameters were spaced equally in a logarithmic scale in the range from the 16th to 5th largest value of those used in experiments 1 and 2. In each trial, the diameter of the single target disc was one of those three TFs (e.g. small Participants observed the search display and clicked on the single target with a mouse cursor as quickly and accurately as possible. They were allowed to look around the whole display during the search, but were asked to fixate on the fixation dot until the search display appeared on each trial. The first position of the mouse cursor in each trial was always on the fixation dot. The search display was extinguished as soon as a participant clicked on the target or when the full duration of the search display had elapsed. Participants performed 20 trials for each combination so that the total number of trials was 360 (3 set sizes Â 6 combinations Â 20 trials). For more details, see the electronic supplementary material.
(b) Results
Experiment 3 compared the visual search performances for three target TFs/diameters including low, middle and high values. If the discs with high TFs or large diameters were more salient and tended to pop-out more than the remaining items, the search for those items would be faster and more efficient relative to the search for the discs with relatively low TFs or small diameters.
Data from trials with a single target value were pooled across two different distractor TFs/diameters. A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA with the factors of target TF/ diameter and set size on the proportion correct data (electronic supplementary material, S5) showed no main effects or interactions in either task, ensuring that there was no speedaccuracy trade-off between conditions. Therefore, the reaction time data from incorrect or miss (no-response) trials were excluded from further analysis. Figure 4a shows the RTs in the TF task as a function of the set size. A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA with the factors of target TF and set size showed a significant main effect of target TF (F 2,28 ¼ 63.91, p , 0.001, h 2 ¼ 0.44) and set size (F 2,28 ¼ 26.86, p , 0.001, h 2 ¼ 0.04) as well as a significant interaction (F 4,56 ¼ 6.24, p , 0.001, h 2 ¼ 0.02). A post-hoc test revealed that the simple main effect of set size was significant only for the low TF target. For the low TF target, the RTs for the three set sizes were significantly different from each other (p , 0.001 for 4 versus 14 and 8 versus 14; p ¼ 0.019 for 4 versus 8), suggesting that the RT increased according to the set size. The simple main effects of the target TF were significant for all set sizes. For the set size 4, the high target TF showed a significantly shorter RTs than the other two target TFs ( p , 0.001 for both comparisons) while there was no significant difference between low and middle TFs. The RTs for the three target TFs were significantly different from each other for the set size 8 ( p , 0.001 for low versus high and middle versus high; p ¼ 0.016 for low versus middle) and 14 (p , 0.001 for low versus high and middle versus high; p ¼ 0.001 for low versus middle). To summarize, the target disc with the highest TF was localized with the shortest RTs regardless of the set size. The target with the middle TF was localized with the next shortest RTs regardless of the set size. The RTs for the low-TF target was comparable to that for the middle TF when the set size was 4, but increased according to the set size. The shorter RTs for the relatively high target TFs, as well as the independency of that effect on set size, suggests that the higher the target TF is, the more efficient the search for it was. The increasing RTs for the lowest target TF suggests that the search for extremely low TFs was relatively inefficient [20] . These results suggest that discs flickering at extremely high TFs were relatively more salient than the remaining discs on the display. Figure 4b shows the RTs in the size search task as a function of the set size. A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA with the factors of target size and set size showed a significant main effect of target size (F 2,28 ¼ 35.35, p , 0.001, h 2 ¼ 0.20) and set size (F 2,28 ¼ 27.02, p , 0.001, h 2 ¼ 0.08), but no significant interaction. A post-hoc test revealed that the RTs for the large target diameter were significantly faster than the RTs for the other two diameters ( p , 0.001 for both comparisons). Furthermore, the RTs for the three set sizes were significantly different from each other ( p , 0.001 for all comparisons), suggesting that the RTs increased according to the set size. The target disc with the largest diameter was located faster than the targets with the other two diameters. The relatively faster detection of extremely large discs indicates that those larger discs were more salient than the remaining discs on the display.
Discussion
In the current study, we investigated which integration strategy, random weighting or saliency-based weighting, is used to represent the mean of a group of items, by measuring a bias in perceptual ensemble coding. In support of the saliency-based weighting hypothesis, we found a set-sizedependent increase in perceived mean that occurred both in spatial (i.e. size) and temporal (i.e. TF) dimensions (experiment 1). Our follow-up experiments ruled out the possibility that the amplification effect was a reflection of response bias by showing that a simple increase in set size with homogeneous sets resulted in no amplification effect (experiment 2); the amplification effect only occurs for sets with variability (in TF or size). Finally, visual search tasks with a similar set of stimuli as experiments 1 and 2 showed that search for targets with relatively high values of TF or size is generally faster and more efficient than search for targets with relatively low values. This corroborates the idea that large/high-TF items are preferentially weighted or subsampled over the other small/low-TF items. Taken together, these results provide strong evidence of saliency-based weighting mechanisms in spatial and temporal mean perception. This is the first demonstration of amplification in summary statistical or ensemble perception in both spatial and temporal domains. Our findings may look counterintuitive, as some earlier papers reported that mean perception is fairly accurate regardless of the set size [4, 26, 27] . However, a number of previous studies are consistent with our attention-guided, saliency-based weighting account of the amplification effect. Several studies have reported that, although the ensemble coding can be achieved when attention cannot be fully deployed [26, 28] , attention still plays a substantial role in the ensemble coding [10, 19, 29] . For example, de Fockert & Marchant [19] reported that the size of a single attended item in the display systematically modulated the perceived mean size of the whole items [19] . Li & Yeh [30] found that the items on the left side of the display have larger impacts on the perceived ensemble properties than those on the other side of the display, as the left side is attentionally prioritized [30] . When considering that it is unlikely that all the items presented are weighted uniformly in the ensemble processing, one potential interpretation of their findings is that either exogenously or endogenously attended items are weighted more than the other items. Consistent with this view, the present study provides direct evidence for preferential weighting for salient items by showing that the effective number of items integrated was limited to around 4 or approximately p N of the maximum set size of 14, and, additionally, the perceived mean values were amplified according to the set size. The reason why the amplification effect has not been manifested in the previous literature could be that the perceived mean size was not directly measured in these studies [4, 26, 27] . Therefore, it is possible that the amplification was actually present in their data, although it was not obvious due to their experimental procedures and analyses.
The present study also revealed successful ensemble coding for visual TF for the first time. So far, while studies have revealed that a variety of spatial features can be integrated into ensemble representations even in temporally complex contexts such as for motion [7, 31] , surprisingly few studies have focused on ensemble processes for strictly temporal information. However, given that temporal features such as frequency and duration are the fundamental components of our visual perception, to investigate ensemble processes for those temporal features would lead to a deeper understanding of the efficient perception of the dynamic and continuous scenes surrounding us. Also, our findings are relevant for studies in the context of time perception. The effective number of flickering discs that were integrated-around two to four items presented in different spatial locations-might reflect the maximum number of temporal events that can be tracked simultaneously [32, 33] . The ensemble representation of visual flicker may be critical for the parallel perception of multiple temporal signals.
We made it possible to compare ensemble perception of size and TF, to a certain extent, as the same stimuli were used for both tasks. Regardless of small differences between the results for TF and size, the general trends were similar for both of them throughout the three experiments. This suggests that the mechanisms for ensemble perception of TF and size have similar characteristics at least in terms of integration efficiency and weighting. Nevertheless, different mechanisms may underlie ensemble coding for different visual features [34, 35] . We should note that our stimuli, which varied in TF and size at the same time, could have made it difficult for the participants to attend to one of those dimensions independently. Slightly different results, or different integration efficiency, might be observed under stimulus parameters that are optimized for the perception of each dimension per se.
The effective number of items integrated (2) (3) (4) is roughly in accordance with the idea that p N items are subsampled, as the maximum set size in experiment 1 was 14. Though the slopes in experiment 1 did not show an ideal exponential increase as a function of set size, this is probably because the range of the set size we used was not very large. Fig. 4 of Whitney & Yamanashi Leib [17] plotted the effective number of items as a function of set size for a variety of published studies, and found a best-fitted power function ( f(x) ¼ x 0.58 ). This global trend was found by accumulating results from 20 published studies using a wide range of set size from a few to over 1000 at the maximum [16] . Therefore, the absence of a clear trend in a single empirical study does not contradict their claim.
One of the limitations revealed here is that very few studies of ensemble perception have used large set sizes, perhaps because of resolution and crowding constraints [36] . Developing new approaches could help. For example, an interesting recent technique we might call ensemble statistical learning found that observers can implicitly learn summary statistical information in larger set sizes [37, 38] . Unlike ensemble statistical learning, the ensemble perception measured here and in most other studies occurs within a fraction of a second, within a single stimulus exposure, and manifests in appearance [1, 2] . Nevertheless, combining new approaches like ensemble statistical learning with our ensemble perception approach could reveal how the visual system makes use of summary statistical information at many stages of processing, both explicitly (for appearance) as well as implicitly for learning and memory.
As the perceptual amplification effect we report here operates for two basic spatial and temporal visual dimensions, there is a possibility that the same principle applies for other low-level visual features. However, it is still unclear whether the amplification is observed for higher-level objects such as facial properties. Walker & Vul [39] suggested that the cheerleader effect, where faces in a group look more attractive than individuals, arises through the ensemble coding. Although the underlying mechanisms of the cheer-leader effect may be different from the amplification effect we report, the enhanced attractiveness of faces in a group could be relevant [40] . Testing higher-level stimuli (like faces) with our approach would be a useful future experiment. rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 285: 20172770
Ensemble perception happens in many domains, across many stimuli, and may involve the integration of a proportion of the objects [5, 7, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] 18] . How the integration process itself operates has been unclear and debated [35, 41, 42] . Our results suggest that ensemble coding involves a weighted integration of objects, with relatively salient objects counting more towards the summary statistical representation. There are several reasons to think that this may be advantageous to the visual system. Preferentially integrating the stronger or more reliable signals would be faster and more efficient and it might provide a more flexible mechanism for representing summary statistical information at multiple levels of visual analysis. It does not undermine the usefulness of ensemble perception; on the contrary, weighted integration satisfies the competing needs of speed and efficiency, while also maximizing the representational veracity of the computed summary statistic. To get a gist of the crowd, one need not sample and integrate every single object; because of the benefit of averaging, a weighted sample of a proportion of the objects will provide an accurate ensemble representation of the scene.
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